ABOUT US

Established in 2007, Adtek Group, located in Shenzhen, is a national high-tech enterprise integrating R & D, production, operation and service with 25,000 square meters of plant and more than 500 employees. As a leading OEM manufacturer and exporter of optical fiber communication devices, Adtek has more than 17 years of export experience and has expanded its business to more than 70 countries and regions. The company focuses on providing optical fiber and copper cable connection products for global customers, and provides one-stop fiber optic cabling system and network cabling solutions for domestic and foreign operators, telecom main equipment suppliers and system integrators.

Our main products are optical fiber patch cords, MPO/MTP patch cords, optical fiber adapters, WDM devices, CAT5/CAT5A/CAT6A/CAT6/CAT5E distribution frame, modules, ethernet patch cords and cables, information panels, MDF, DDF, DDT, cable distribution boxes, FTTX, machine room cabinets etc. The company has 15 professional R & D engineers and 2 engineering teams dedicated to the research of 160G~400G ultra-high speed, super bandwidth and ultra-low loss network transmission, keeping up with the development of the times and the needs of users.

With the concept of “continuously creating the maximum value for customers and driving the rapid development of the optical fiber industry”, Adtek constantly introduces the world’s advanced production equipment and testing instruments. The company has successively passed the ISO9001:2015 Quality Management System Certification, ISO14001:2015 Environmental Management System Certification and OHSAS 18001:2007 Occupational Health and Safety Management System Certification. Based on the purpose of “Quality is everything”, our products have passed CE, RoHS, UL, FCC and other certifications to ensure the reliability and stability of each product and provide excellent products for our customers.
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ENTERPRISE QUALIFICATION

PERFECT QUALITY IS PROFESSIONALLY CERTIFIED BY AN AUTHORITY

Over 25-year fiber optic product system warranty program, confidence assurance, is beyond doubt.
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ADTEK PRODUCTS

DATA CENTER
- MTP/MPO Cassettes
- Adapter Panel
- MTP/MPO Cable
- Data Center Cabinet

WDM
- CWDM
- Circulator
- WDM PON
- CCWDM
- DWDM

FIBER CONNECTIVITY
- Fiber Patch Cable
- Singlemode
- Multimode
- Pigtail
- Fiber Optic Patch Panel
- Fiber Acessory
- Waterproof Patch Cord

COPPER CONNECTIVITY
- Lan Cables & Patch Cords
- Patch Panels & Cable Managements
- Faceplates
- Keystone Jacks & In-line Couplers

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT CAPACITY

Lab Environment
Built a system of lean production and equipped with precision automated production and testing facilities to ensure efficient and high quality output. We are committed to providing our customer with safe and reliable products and solutions.

Testing Equipment
Pays utmost attention on procedures of testing and certification by introducing international advanced automated testing equipment, owning a professional testing laboratory and experienced team. We strictly implements international and domestic industry standards on our testing and daily quality control issued with professional testing report.